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‘‘The whole world turns upside down in 10 years, but you

turn upside down with it’’

Spider Robinson, 19771

The past 10 years have seen the advent of smartphones and

a massive increase in the use and influence of the internet

and social media in our daily lives. The means by which we

interact with one another and with the world’s information

have fundamentally changed. Navigation is one example:

when I drive from Uppsala to Stockholm, not only does my

phone now direct me where to go, but its instructions adapt

in real-time based on the current flow of traffic, as crowd-

sourced from the phones of fellow drivers. In health, we

have seen the emerging movement of the quantified self

where individuals track exercise and sleep patterns, along

with information on diet, and aspects of their physical and

mental state, with the intent of understanding what pro-

motes their own good health and well-being (a daunting

causal inference task!). So, too, have we seen the growth of

internet communities where patients store and interact with

their own health data, and share experiences, with the

ultimate aim of learning from one another for better health

outcomes.

We have yet to see the full impact of these develop-

ments in pharmacovigilance, but movement has begun. The

important role of patients in identifying, describing, and

ultimately avoiding, harm from medicines is increasingly

recognized [1, 2], and modern technologies are being

explored to facilitate patient engagement [3]. Information

on direct patient reports in pharmacovigilance differs in

certain respects from information provided by health pro-

fessionals, but has been found to be of complementary

value [4]. Interestingly, in one study, direct patient reports

in Denmark and Norway (collected electronically) were

found to be better documented, on average, than reports

from health professionals [5]. Mobile applications for

spontaneous reporting are being piloted, and we have seen

initiatives to use social media sites to stimulate submission

of individual case reports [6]. This may add to our under-

standing of adverse drug reactions and provide opportuni-

ties to directly engage with and support patients [7], but

also comes with challenges such as how to effectively

protect sensitive information, account for selection biases,

and minimise the risk of intended misuse [7, 8].

In parallel, patient-generated data on the internet is

beginning to be explored as a primary basis for analysis of

possible adverse drug reactions. In a paper recently pub-

lished in Drug Safety, Freifeld et al. [9] described an

analysis of Twitter microblog posts for references to drugs

and adverse events, with comparison to reporting patterns

in the US FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS).

Other researchers have explored online discussion fora and

internet search patterns for similar purposes [10–12].

Together, these studies begin to accumulate evidence for

the technical feasibility of identifying references to possi-

ble adverse drug reactions in patient-generated data on the

internet, and of analysing these patterns to characterise and

understand patients’ experiences and concerns. Such
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descriptive analyses may provide valuable insights into

factors that affect compliance as well as treatment out-

comes. They may also help us understand which adverse

effects have the greatest impact on patients. In contrast, it

remains an open question to what extent and in what way

each of these data sources could support traditional signal

detection. In this context, the different sources of internet-

based data may need to be considered separately as they are

different in nature and carry their own separate challenges.

They vary on one hand in the richness of the provided

information and on the other hand (usually inversely so) in

their scope and coverage.

At one end of the spectrum we have the more detailed

case descriptions, and the longitudinal medical information

captured on dedicated social network sites. The former

resemble the free-text narratives of individual case reports,

should be encoded in standard E2B format2, and captured

by the regular pharmacovigilance system, presuming that

they fulfil reporting requirements. This will enable their

inclusion in regular pharmacovigilance signal detection

and analysis. If the descriptions do not fulfil reporting

requirements, they might perhaps still be captured in E2B

format to facilitate analysis but be kept separate; their

appropriate use requires careful consideration [7–9]. In

turn, the longitudinal data shared by patients on dedicated

social network sites represent a form of patient-maintained

electronic medical record that could be subjected to ana-

lytics developed for other sources of longitudinal obser-

vational data [13]. Beyond the general lack of medical

validation common to many sources of patient-generated

data, the biggest challenge in using these data sources for

signal detection may be selection bias and lack of power.

The largest internet-based patient communities today

gather hundreds of thousands of members, and in that are

dwarfed by databases of administrative claims and elec-

tronic medical records currently explored for the same

purpose. It is encouraging to see that many patients are

prepared to share their personal information with others,

often altruistically [14, 15]. Overall, they represent a

minority of all patients but, for particular conditions and

treatments, the coverage will be greater, and with the

current growth in popularity of these communities, the

richness of their information makes them an interesting

potential resource for the future [3].

At the other end of the spectrum, there are the less

detailed case descriptions, as shared on social network sites

and in microblog posts, along with the correlations that can

be identified between drugs and adverse events entered

together or in sequence in internet searches. The search

patterns, in particular, provide lower barriers for contri-

bution that may increase their value for early detection;

many who would hesitate to share their adverse experi-

ences in public might still use internet search engines to

seek relevant information, and agree to share this data.

Discussion posts in online patient communities that may

reflect possible adverse drug reactions have been correlated

with regulatory activity [10], and internet search logs have

been explored for correlations with known adverse drug

reactions [11] and interactions [12]. These publications

include some examples of emerging adverse drug reactions

or interactions, such as the association in internet searches

between pravastatin, paroxetine, and hyperglycaemia [12].

However, they are primarily based on evaluation against

established adverse drug reactions, which must be inter-

preted with caution in light of the differences in empirical

patterns between emerging and established adverse drug

reactions [16]. A separate challenge is the limited infor-

mation to support causality assessment and the risk of

intentional manipulation [8, 17]. This may make such

patterns difficult to act upon, even if proven predictive for

emerging adverse drug reactions, on average. For refer-

ence, consider the rofecoxib withdrawal of 2003, which

illustrates many of the challenges surrounding the complex

decisions that need to be made in pharmacovigilance [18].

Would we be prepared to make such decisions based on

associations derived from internet searches or brief com-

ments on microblogs? Most likely not! Instead, the real

promise of more terse patient-generated data on the internet

may lie in its combination with traditional pharmacovigi-

lance data such as individual case reports and observational

studies. An often-cited precedent for the successful use of

internet information to serve public health is the early

detection of influenza outbreaks via search patterns [19].

This has been placed in new light following recent analyses

indicating that the predictive value of internet search pat-

terns alone was previously over-estimated; however, their

combination with traditional surveillance methods has been

found to outperform each method when used separately

[17]. In a similar vein, the pooled analyses of internet

search patterns and spontaneous reports was found to

outperform separate analyses of each in recalling estab-

lished adverse drug reactions [11]. In the context of initial

data preparation, Freifeld et al. [9] reported that informa-

tion extracted from product labels improved accuracy,

which is another way that joint consideration of distinct

information sources may bring benefit.

There may be a more prominent role to be played by

patient-generated data on the internet in the detection of

specific types of risk related to medicine use. Causality

assessment for harm related to substandard or counterfeit

medicines, or to medicine (mis-)use, does not rely on

2 The standard adopted for electronic transmission of Individual Case

Safety Reports by the International Conference on Harmonization of

Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for

Human Use (ICH).
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epidemiology but on root cause analysis for the individual

case. Such risks may lend themselves more naturally to

evaluation without access to external data, on condition

that the original reporter may be reached, technically and

ethically—the delicate balance between patient safety and

privacy must be respected, and this is true for all of the

above-mentioned sources of data.

Our analytics must improve and adapt to evaluate the

above opportunities—let alone incorporate these informa-

tion sources in routine pharmacovigilance work further

down the line. Freifeld et al. [9] described several of the

key challenges, most notably the analysis of unstructured

free text. The detection of references to drugs and medical

events is a first step but not straightforward at that, given

the multitude of ways in which we may refer to the same

adverse event or drug. Freifeld et al. [9] described some of

the challenges in mapping internet vernacular to Medical

Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA�) codes

for analysis. Similarly, drugs may have hundreds of com-

mercial names worldwide and require a global reference

such as the WHO Drug Dictionary EnhancedTM for sen-

sitivity [20]. At the same time, many common English

words coincide with a drug product name in some part of

the world, which calls for disambiguation methods for

reliable recognition. Ideally, we should employ semantic

analysis that goes beyond the bag-of-words perspective and

looks for meaning in free text. We will also need effective

methods for de-duplication and identification of comple-

mentary descriptions of the same case, especially if we

seek to use separate information sources, synergistically.

Here, probabilistic methods for record matching success-

fully applied to spontaneous reports should provide a good

starting point [21]. New analytical strategies for de-iden-

tification will be an important component in ensuring

patient confidentiality while not compromising the accu-

racy of our analyses. Finally, we may need to adapt and

implement methods from areas such as fraud detection as a

basis to detect suspected misuse or manipulation. Several

of these topics will be addressed by the European Inno-

vative Medicines Initiative project, WEB-Recognizing

Adverse Drug Reactions (RADR), scheduled to start in the

autumn of 2014.

If the world turns upside down every 10 years, will

another decade take us back to 2004? Certainly not!

Effective pharmacovigilance will remain reliant on reliable

and relevant data, and research over coming years will shed

light on the appropriate place and optimal analysis of

patient-generated data on the internet. We shall learn how

it may best be combined with other data sources to bring

value to pharmacovigilance. Along the way, the necessary

technological advances should benefit old and new phar-

macovigilance information sources alike. All the while, we

will need to broaden our perspective to include the whole

of the world, accounting for regional and demographic

differences and addressing language barriers, with the aim

of supporting patients and health professionals, worldwide.
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